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        SOLUTION ERP REIMAGINED FOR GLOBAL DEFENSE

ERP Reimagined for Global Defense 
A new look at improving global defense capabilities with an ERP 
solution designed, deployed, and proven in Defense operations

modernizations as they choose. And customers can have 
it their way as compared to traditional ERPs that force an 
”out of the box” solution that takes time and heavy costs to 
customize and sustain.

NEO for Global Defense enables a Defense ecosystem that 
benefits all Defense organizations. It natively supports key 
Defense capabilities such as management of munitions and 
guided weapons, food service, bulk fuels, medical supplies, 
and sparing across supply, transportation and maintenance 
functions, all on a single platform. It supports local languages.  
Defense customers get a direct say in prioritizing ONE’s 
Defense Roadmap. Commercial modernizations are always 
available. The solution is interoperable with US Defense 
solutions and NATO operations.

It is the only enterprise solution that supports true 
disconnected, denied, intermittent and/or with limited 
bandwidth (D-DIL) operations, ashore and afloat, further 
enhancing forward operations that must operate in a 
disconnected, contested or austere environment.

The NEO for Global Defense eases the integration with legacy 
environments, ensuring that no existing system is siloed and 
no IT investment is wasted while modernizing for readiness. 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) implementations in 
worldwide Defense Organizations have not achieved the 
level of success as in commercial markets. Bottom line: 
they are expensive, inflexible, and not organically built to 
deliver and support many critical Defense operations.  These 
shortcomings (reflected by their lack of focus in Defense) have 
penalized international Defense organizations, including the 
US. It has resulted in companies deploying legacy solutions 
that have become obsolete, expensive to maintain, cannot 
be modernized and cannot support emerging critical military 
functions such as joint operations.

NEO for Global Defense is the only commercial enterprise 
solution that is designed for Global Defense operations. 

It includes a commercial set of Defense related modules that 
are focused on providing critical Defense capabilities that 
are organically integrated with transformational commercial 
capabilities and delivered and supported as an integrated 
solution. 

Through One Network’s “Never Legacy” commitment, 
the fully configured (deployed) solution is supported as 
COTS, guarantees that the implementation will never go 
legacy and is kept current and up to date. Customers take 
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Native support of Defense master data is accomplished 
through a Distributed Master Data Management (MDM) 
capability.  A publish and subscribe model, data cleansing, 
and migration tools reduce the headaches and costs 
associated with enterprise implementations. 

A multi-tier Defense Control Tower with full end-to-end 
visibility and business process orchestration for both owned 
and shared assets across the deployed Defense network 
further enhances planning, execution and collaboration 
opportunities with mission partners. This marriage provides a 
highly flexible and responsive platform that enhances agility. 
And it ensures that the organization remains highly flexible 
and adaptive to change.

The ONE integration approach extends to any ERP or 
enterprise solution you may already have in place.  We can 
extend your existing ERP with our modernized platform, 
allowing new capabilities to be fielded quickly. Solutions such 
as munitions/explosive ordnance, D-DIL operations, and other 
defense-specific capabilities can be onboarded with ease.

Email: inquiries@onenetwork.com
Web: www.onenetwork.com 
Call: +1 866-302-1936

The solution provides various financial accounting and audit 
compliance capabilities that are integrated with supply 
chain and logistics operational transactions. This streamlines 
the financial booking, checkbook maintenance and ensures 
auditability and regulatory compliance. Deployed solutions 
have achieved the highest audit results.  

Fine-grained embedded permissibility framework provides 
both RBAC and ABAC support with configurable Segregation 
of Duties while managing personal skills and certifications. 
Through federation, users can only perform or only see what 
they are allowed.

NEO for Global Defense is secure, supporting both cloud, 
intranet and private instance implementations, supporting 
both unclassified and classified operations.

Why rely on the status quo and traditional solutions that 
have proven to be costly, inflexible, slow to deliver and not 
Defense focused?  Eliminate the high acquisition and support 
costs and consider a flexible Defense-focused solution that 
brings along a complete Defense ecosystem of knowledge and 
capabilities to rapidly improve your mission success.  

Supply chain 
      reimagined

The software that is the subject of this documentation is subject to control of the EAR and/or ITAR. 

Defense-focused solution that provides a complete Defense 
ecosystem of knowledge and capabilities to rapidly improve 
your mission success.


